The main contribution of this paper is a new approach for enumerating Hamilton cycles in bounded degree graphsderiving thereby extremal bounds.
The main contribution of this paper is a new approach for enumerating Hamilton cycles in bounded degree graphsderiving thereby extremal bounds.
We describe an algorithm which enumerates all Hamilton cycles of a given 3-regular n-vertex graph in time O (1.276 n ), improving on Eppstein's previous bound. The resulting new upper bound of O (1.276 n ) for the maximum number of Hamilton cycles in 3-regular n-vertex graphs gets close to the best known lower bound of Ω(1.259 n ). Our method differs from Eppstein's in that he considers in each step a new graph and modifies it, while we fix (at the very beginning) one Hamilton cycle C and then proceed around C, succesively producing partial Hamilton cycles.
Our approach can also be used to show that the number of Hamilton cycles of a 4-regular n-vertex graph is at most O(18 n/5 ) ≤ O(1.783 n ), which improves a previous bound by Sharir and Welzl. This result is complemented by a lower bound of 48 n/8 ≥ 1.622 n . Then we present an algorithm which finds the minimum weight Hamilton cycle of a given 4-regular graph in time √ 3 n · poly(n) = O(1.733 n ), improving a previous result of Eppstein. This algorithm can be modified to compute the number of Hamilton cycles in the same time bound and to enumerate all Hamilton cycles in time ( √ 3 n +hc(G))·poly(n) with hc(G) denoting the number of Hamilton cycles of the given graph G. So our upper bound of O (1.783 n ) for the number of Hamilton cycles serves also as a time bound for enumeration.
Using similar techniques as in the 3-regular case we establish upper bounds for the number of Hamilton cycles in 5-regular graphs and in graphs of average degree 3, 4, and 5.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with finding the min-weight Hamilton cycle, enumerating all Hamilton cycles and bounding the number of Hamilton cycles in bounded degree graphs.
Known Results
3-and 4-Regular Graphs Eppstein [2] established an algorithm which enumerates all Hamilton cycles of a given 3-regular graph in time 2 3n 8 ≤ 1.297 n . This value is also the best known upper bound for the number of Hamilton cycles in 3-regular graphs. The corresponding algorithm basically solves the more general problem of listing all Hamilton cycles which contain a given set of forced edges. In each step it recursively 1 3 ≈ 1.260) for the number of Hamilton cycles and gave an algorithm which finds the min-weight Hamilton cycle in the same time bound. The latter result has recently been improved by Iwama and Nakashima [4] , who showed an upper bound of O (1.251 n ). Finally Eppstein established an algorithm which finds the min-weight Hamilton cycle in a given 4-regular graph in time
n . Planar Graphs Sharir and Welzl [5] proved that a graph of average degree at most 6 has at most 3 n Hamilton cycles, which implies an upper bound of 3 n for the number of Hamilton cycles in planar graphs. However, by using other properties of planar graphs, much better results could be established. The best known upper bound is due to Buchin, Knauer, Kriegel, Schulz and Seidel [1] , who showed that a planar graph has at most 2.3404 n Hamilton cycles.
New Results

3-Regular Graphs
One of the main contributions of our work is that we improve Eppstein's upper bound of 2 In this extended abstract we will solely show a weaker bound of 1.281 n . The corresponding proof is given in Section 2. The refined result, which can be obtained by performing some fine tuning in this proof, is given in the full version [3] . It is important to note that our method is not a refinement of Eppstein's procedure but a new approach. Whereas Eppstein in each step considers a new graph and recursively modifies it we let the original graph stay as it is (throughout the whole algorithm) -at the beginning we fix one Hamilton cycle C and then proceed around C, succesively producing partial Hamilton cycles.
4-Regular Graphs In Section 3 we improve Eppstein's time upper bound of 1.890 n for finding the minweight Hamilton cycle to √ 3 n · poly(n) ( √ 3 ≈ 1.732).
paths of length n 2 and search, using some algorithmic tricks, the pair whose concatenation forms a cycle with minimum weight. Adapted versions of this algorithm compute the number of Hamilton cycles in the same time bound and enumerate all Hamilton cycles in time ( √ 3 n + hc(G)) · poly(n) with hc(G) denoting the num- 
The basic idea of our proof is the following: First we orient the edges of G in a particular way. Then we consider the following procedure for constructing Hamilton cycles: We walk around C in the direction v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n and decide for each vertex v i which of its outgoing edges are included in our Hamilton cycle. It will turn out that there are many vertices where we have no choice, implying that the number of outcomes of our procedure (i.e. Hamilton cycles and attempts where we get stuck) is rather small.
We now give a more formal description of the above. The missing proofs can be found in the full version [3] . Each edge -except for (v n , v 1 ) -is directed from the vertex with the lower index to the vertex with the higher index. The edges inside the cycle will be called "diagonals". Definition 2.1. A vertex is active if it is incident to an outgoing diagonal and passive, otherwise. Remark 2.1. v 1 and v 2 are active (since they can not have an incoming diagonal) whereas v n−1 and v n are passive (since they can not have an outgoing diagonal). inward patterns have a rather bad influence on the running time of our algorithm whereas outward patterns have a good influence. So the next observation is crucial.
Observation 2.1. We can assume that the number of outward patterns is at least the number of inward patterns.
This can easily be achieved by possibly reversing the numbering of the vertices, by which inward patterns become outward patterns and vice versa. We consider the following procedure, which we denote by P ham , for constructing Hamilton cycles.
Procedure P ham First we decide whether or not to select (v n , v 1 ). Then we process the vertices v 1 , . . . , v n−1 in this order. We refer to the processing of v i by round i. In round i we carefully select some outgoing edges of v i such that afterwards the following holds.
(i) Each vertex v j with j ≤ i is incident to exactly two selected edges.
(ii) The set of selected edges does not contain a cycle of length smaller than n.
(iii) If v i+1 has two incoming edges then at least one of them must be selected.
We call (i) -(iii) the postconditions (for round i).
Note that these conditions only filter out selections which can not be completed to a Hamilton cycle. We perform round i as follows.
Case 1: v i is passive: In this case there is one choice. Indeed, since postcondition (iii) is satisfied after round i − 1 at least one of the incoming edges of v i is selected. If both incoming edges are selected then we do not select the outgoing edge of v i (the only way to fulfill postcondition (i)). Otherwise we select the outgoing edge of v i (also due to postcondition (i)).
Case 2: v i is active: In this case there might or might not be two choices.
If the incoming edge of v i is not selected then we select both of its outgoing edges (the reason is again postcondition (i)). Otherwise we consider two choices: The selection of (v i , v i+1 ) and, secondly, the selection of the outgoing diagonal of v i .
For each of the considered choices we test whether the postconditions of round i are fulfilled. For each choice which passes this test successfully we recursively go to round i + 1. We go on until we have performed round n − 1. At this stage we have decided for each edge whether or not it is selected. We check whether the set S of selected edges forms a Hamilton cycle. If yes, we output S, otherwise we do nothing. Then we backtrack. Definition 2.3. Let k be a natural number with k ≤ n − 1. Each edge set which can be obtained by performing k rounds of P ham will be called a choice for
For the empty sequence ε we let -by a slight abuse of notation -ch(ε) denote the set of choices for the very first decision (directly before round 1) and so ch(ε) is the set consisting of the empty set and the set containing only the edge (v n , v 1 ).
This follows directly from the fact that the number of nodes in the recursion tree of
Bound on the Number of Choices In the following the indices of vertices are meant modulo n. We will partition the sequence v 1 , . . . , v n−1 into suitable subsequences and then reduce our original claim to a statement on subsequences. Therefore we extend the notation of a "choice" to subsequences. 
By Definition 2.6 this definition implies that
The following two lemmas establish Lemma 2.1. We omit a proof for the base case k = 1. For k ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 we obtain by recursion (we omit a formal proof for the first statement) 
. (i) and (ii) imply (2.5) whereas (iii) implies (2.6). So it remains to prove (i) -(iii).
Proposition 2.1. Let r be an integer with 1 ≤ r ≤ k and let D be any choice for v 1 , . . . , v fr−1 . Then  |ch |D (v f r , . . . , v f r+1 −1 )| ≤ |ch |D (v f r , . . . , v l 
. . , v f r +m−1 are in the same partition class W r and so they all belong the same pattern. Figure 4 shows an illustration. Here we 
Proof. Here we only show the second claim. The next proposition is stated without proof as well. 
(c) If w r = 3 then additionally one of the following inequalities holds
This Lemma can be shown by using an improved analysis, some graph-theoretical observations and ad hoc conclusion. The concrete proof is given in the full version.
4-Regular Graphs
Finding the Minimum Weight Hamilton Cycle We establish an algorithm MinHC for finding the min-weight Hamilton cycle of a given graph.
Theorem 3.1. MinHC finds the min-weight Hamilton cycle of a 4-regular n-vertex graph
G in time √ 3 n · poly(n), ( √ 3 ≈ 1.73)
With adapted versions of MinHC we can compute the number of Hamilton cycles of G in the same time bound and enumerate all Hamilton cycles of G in time
Proof. Here we only show the first statement and restrict on the case where n is even. A Hamilton cycle in which two given vertices v i , v j have distance Step 1: We enumerate all v 1 , v m -paths of length n 2 and then store them in an array called P L. Note that the min-weight (v 1 , v m )-cycle is formed by the concatenation of the two paths p, q which have minimum weightsum among all internally disjoint pairs of paths stored in P L.
Step 2: For each path p we define the key of p to be the sequence of the indices of the inner vertices of p sorted in ascending order. We then sort the elements of P L according to the lexicographical order of their keys. In each sequence (in P L) of paths having the same set of inner points we only keep the path with minimum weight and delete (in PL) all other paths.
Step 3: Each key now occurs at most once in P L. To find the optimal path-pair we then do several rounds: In round i we take the path p stored in the i'th item of P L and search in P L for a path whose set of inner points equals V (G)\(I(p)∪{v 1 , v m }) with I(p) denoting the set of inner points of p. If the search was successful then we check whether the concatenation c of the found path and p is of lower weight than the current best cycle. If yes then we store c as current best cycle. Otherwise we do nothing. Finally, the min-weight (v 1 , v m )-cycle is stored as current best cycle.
It remains to show that this algorithm can be performed in time 3 n 2 · poly(n). For Step 1 it suffices to consider the algorithm where one starts at some vertex and recursively visits all yet untouched neighbours. This algorithm has running time at most 3 n 2 · poly(n), which implies that the number of elements of P L is bounded by the same expression. For Step 2 it is crucial that an N -element array can be sorted in time N ·log(N ). Since in our case N ≤ 3 n 2 · poly(n) we are done. For Step 3 the fact that finding an element in a sorted N -element array can be done in time log(N ) will do.
Upper Bound on the Number of Hamilton Cycles
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a 4-regular graph on n vertices. Then (3.12)
Proof idea. As in the 3-regular case we consider a fixed Hamilton cycle and direct the edges accordingly. This time we do not deal with patterns. So there is no "good counterpart" to "compensate" the bad influence of unpleasant vertices. However we will find that there are at most n 5 unpleasant vertices. Using a similar approach as in the 3-regular case together with some additional observations we can show (3.12). We note that the last factor in (3.12) is due to unpleasant vertices. To give an explanation for the middle factor: It will turn out that in the critical case half of the vertices have 2 outgoing diagonals and the other half have none. Let v i be a vertex with 2 outgoing diagonals. Then -independently of whether the incoming edge of v i is selected -we have 3 possibilities to select some outgoing edges of v i such that at the end v i is incident to 2 selected edges. So all in all we have at most 3 n 2 possibilities. vertices of Q i . We then connect v i+1 with w i and all vertices of Q i which are not adjacent to v i . It can be shown that the number of v i , v i+1 -paths covering all vertices of G i equals the base of the second term in (4.13) (a formal proof is given in the full version), implying the "=" part. Some analysis shows the "≥" part.
Lower Bounds
